(Intermediate Representation) called "bitcode". This representation serves as a basis of the code model in the tool, so as not to create C code translator from scratch.
The tool consists of two major components-the parser of the bitcode (llvm parser) and the actual library for program analysis (llvm analyzer). The tool is written in pure Haskell with a usage of the sbv library which provides bindings to external SMT solvers. In Section 2 of this document we describe briefly the parser (any additional information, such as program documentation and source code, can be found at [8] ) and in Section 3 we state the ideas behind the design of the analysis library.
LLVM INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATION PARSER
The container data format used by LLVM bitcode is called Bitstream File Format (or BFF). It is sep arated from the data it holds and can be used to contain any other hierarchial data in binary form. We will briefly introduce it and the part of the library that can read this format in the next subsection.
Parsing Bitstream File Format
The Bitstream File Format introduces a general way to effectively store bit based hierarchical data using a mechanism of self described "abbreviations" used to effectively layout data in minimal space. The file in this format is just a set of records, which are composite bit structures consisting of "primitives." Fur ther information about the format can be found in [6] . All records can be divided into two groups: service records (used only during parsing and not containing any target data) and actual data records. The overall view of the structure can be seen in Fig. 1 .
Our tool uses monadic approach to handle service information in order to implement this whole phase in pure Haskell and to reduce the overall complexity of parsing. This approach is based on Haskell binary package and helps to prevent side effects and reduce unneeded computations (considering Haskell lazy evaluation strategy). It also uses monad transformers to handle errors and to divide the parsing process into levels. The result of this phase is a representation of data records and blocks in a tree like Haskell data structure.
Building Up Program Model
LLVM intermediate representation is an assembler like language with types, much like typed assem bler languages (an example of such language used for analysis can be found in [12] ). Any program is a sin gle data block in the bitstream file.
A module consists of:
• Miscellaneous information about the module, such as its name, target platform, used garbage collec tors, etc.;
• The type table; this is actually a list of all the types used in this module. Any other typing information can be obtained by indexing the type table. This is a separate data block;
• Symbol tables assigning symbolic human readable names to other entities within the module; these include types and values. The table for types and the table for values and basic blocks are kept as separate blocks within the module;
• Module level constants kept in a separate nested block;
• Global variables and their aliases kept as records;
• Function definitions and declarations kept as records. Function bodies are stored separately in nested blocks.
For the sake of simplicity, we decided to keep symbolic information (as it is only needed occasionally) and miscellaneous information (it may not be needed at all) separately, combining the rest of the model into single module level value table.
The function bodies are hold in separate subblocks and are rather complex entities. Each of them may include:
• Function level symbolic tables (similar to those of module level);
• Function level constants in separate block;
• Set of instructions constituting the function body;
• Debug information (such as line and column numbers in source file; it is necessary to provide infor mation to user).
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As with the module structure, for the sake of simplicity, the symbolic information is separated and the rest of the body is reformed to create a function level value table, which includes:
• All values from the module level;
• Function parameters as values (in LLVM, function parameters do not have a special placing, but are considered as values when calculating indices);
• Function level constants;
• Actual LLVM instructions.
The resulting model is different from the original SSA model in that it contains additional values, fur ther described in Section 3.2. For the overall view of the module structure and the process of reforming bitstream into program model, see Fig. 2 .
MODEL ANALYSIS
This section describes not only the implemented ideas, but also ones still in early development. The main goal of the analysis library design was to create a set of highly configurable tools, that give the user ability to implement his own analyses and test them on real programs.
Type and Effect Systems
The overall approach of Type and Effect Systems is to associate types to programs; normally types describe the form of the data supplied to and produced by programs and effects describe possible side effects of running these programs (errors, exceptions, etc.). The association of types to programs is done by a set of inference rules that operate typing judgements, which are usually described in the form of a qua ternary relation: Γ p: τ & ϕ where p is a program, τ is a type, ϕ is an effect and Γ is a type environment that maps free variables in p to their types.
In order to handle loops and recursive expressions a type system must define a lattice of types in the form of partial ordering τ 1 τ 2 . τ 2 is often called a subtype of τ 1 and the whole relation is called a subtype relation. There exists a number of works [9] [10] [11] that implement different analyses using this technique, usually applying it to ML style languages and supplied with a formal proof of some properties. 
Practical Application
Definition of a type and effect system usually consists of:
• A language of expressions e (it is actually not a part of a system, but it is vital to it); • A type system representing different properties of expressions;
• A set of rules defining how types of expressions depend on each other;
• Possible separate set of rules for representing effects, modeling different situations that can dynami cally happen during computation, such as errors, exceptions, etc.
In this work, language of expressions e is always based on bitcode values described above. Although LLVM bitcode language is imperative, its SSA form guarantees that any variable is assigned only once, so any dependencies between non pointer values [7] are clearly defined. This way it can be considered similar to functional languages as far as pointers are not used. Unfortunately, all variables must be allocated with Alloca or Malloc instructions, which return pointers. Another problem is that some instructions don't return anything and thus cannot be viewed as "expressions". The special case of this is the Call instruction, which calls an external function with unknown behavior and can possibly modify any of its parameters without even returning a value. To solve these issues, we use two concepts: meta values and alias chains. The first one is applied to instructions Store and Call: storing instructions don't return a value, and we make them return the destination pointer; calling a function can apply some transformations to it's arguments, so we add meta instructions after each Call instruction that are meant to "return" this modified values.
For example, an instruction of the form Store( a, b), where b is a pointer and a is a value, returns modified b, and call f( a, b, c) is transformed into 4 values: a call instruction and three meta values returning possibly modified versions of a, b and c. All these transformations don't change anything in the semantics of the program, they just add placeholders for typing information.
The second concept (alias chains) is similar to variable versions of the SSA form, but is applied to pointers in a limited fashion. Any expression feeding its value from a pointer (for example, a Load instruc tion) is set to refer not to the original pointer, but to the set of last possible versions of it (for example, to one or more Store instructions) in the control flow. To do this, we need external information about aliasing of pointers and control flow. These two tasks are very complex (in fact, one of them has been proven NP complete [3] ) and we only try to solve them for the simplest cases (that is checking only first level of indi BELYAEV, TSESKO rection), leaving more sound implementations (or possibly using existent ones) as possible future exten sions. Anyway, the system of bitcode values is too complex and overwhelming for any real life analysis. That is why some simplification process for values is needed for every task (or a class of tasks).
Consider a simple example (an analysis whose goal is to detect returning of undefined value from a function). The typical definition includes:
• Presentation layer • A way of describing side effects of functions called during computation; we cannot derive the behavior of external functions, so we must define this set manually, at least for the most widely used functions. This has not been implemented yet.
In order to solve the typing judgements, these rules must be encoded into logical equations in order to be used as provable theorems for an SMT solver. This encoding needs widening the analysis definition with constructs for encoding type t, effect e and typing environment Γ to logical values.
--Here x stands for the type --e for the effect --s for the type environment (gamma)
--is same as "s v0:t0 ∧ s v1:t1 ∧ … ∧ s vn:tn'' --Simple rule -constant value (eq. to 'x ≡ encode(DDefined)') rules Constant = definition DDefined rules Create = definition (DPointerTo DUndefined) rules (Delete vals) = λ x e s → x 'tops' (s vals) rules (Skip) = noRule rules (Load vals) = λ x e s → pointerTo x 'tops' (s vals) rules (Store ptrs val) = λ x e s → x ≡ pointerTo (s val) --Returning and Undefined or MaybeDefined value
(e 'effect' 0) rules (JoinAnd vs) = λ x e s → let types = s vs in if_ (bAny (typeEq DUndefined) types) (DUndefined 'typeEq' x) elif_ (bAny (typeEq DMaybeDefined) types) (DMaybeDefined 'typeEq' x) else_ (DDefined 'typeEq' x) rules (JoinOr vals) = λ x e s → x 'tops' (s vals) rules (Call _ _) = noRule --to be implemented Each one of these rules is ready to be fed to SMT solver as a provable SMT theorem. Combining these rules into a single provable theorem gives us an opportunity to check the validity of these rules (for a par ticular program) by trying to find any satisfactory solution. If such a solution exists, the system is valid (at least, for an exact set of instructions). Additional conditions applied to this theorem allow us to find judge ments (there is usually a number of valid typing solutions) that commute with the real set of defects.
Considering the fact that every effect represents a defect in the source code, the main condition can be defined as finding the typing with the least number of effects that satisfies the rules. Unfortunatelly, such a condition cannot be expressed as an SMT task, but we can put up a limit for the number of effects in the program. Assuming that, we shall find the least possible n such that a typing involving n or less defects exists and is valid. If such a typing can be found, it contains only true defects modulo the rules. This approach differs from the usual one (the usual approach in this case is to minimize every subtyping relation with every ambiguity) in that we only minimize operators that have an actual influence on the number of effects. Not every operator of the program actually have a possibility to contain a defect or an influence on the number of defects, so this approach can speed up the results. This approach has been tested on a num ber of both positive and negative examples and proved its usefulness.
CONCLUSIONS
The intent of this paper is to describe a static analysis tool in development. The main idea of this tool is to provide a way for experimenting on applying methods of type and effect systems to real programs writ ten in complex languages like C. Although the tool is still in development, we have already got rather important results:
• bitcode parser library can be used separately as a tool to parse programs written in C;
• an example type and effect system to detect use of undefined variables (an extended version of the one given in this paper), is fully implemented using this tool and was tested on real C programs;
The example given illustrates the simplicity of extending and modification of the system. The imple mentation of analysis looking for returning uninitialised variables from functions is fairly simple and we can say that implementing other sorts of analysis would be rather simple as well. That means that the pro posed abstract solution can be used as a basis for implementing many kinds of analysis, and even (after some modification) for tasks different from defect detection.
The following features are to be implemented in the nearest future:
• implementation of the interprocedural analysis based on the ideas described in Section 3, including annotating basic functions from the standard C library;
• implementation and testing of more complex analyses using type and effect systems. It is also vital to do field testing of the ideas described in Section 3 in order to prove their usefulness and/or refine them. Further development of the system will include support for combining different anal yses, and maybe even for using completely different approaches like combining type and effect systems with data flow analyses.
